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A linear bounded transducer (pushdown transducer) is a linear 
bounded automaton (pushdown automaton) with outputs. Answers 
to the following two problems are derived in the paper: (1) If S is a 
linear bounded transducer or a pushdown transducer, and L is context 
sensitive, context free, or regular; is S(L) some well known type of 
set? (2) Does there exist a decision procedure to determine for arbi- 
trary sets L1 and L2, both context sensitive or both context free, 
whether there exists a linear bounded transducer (pushdown trans- 
ducer) which maps (a) L1 onto L2 or (b) L1 into L2 nontrivially? 
INTRODUCTION 
If each move of a linear bounded automaton (pushdown automaton) 
gives rise to an output, then the device is called a "linear bounded 
transducer," abbreviated " lbt"  ("pushdown transducer," abbreviated 
"pdt") .  We consider two general problems in this paper: 
(1) I f  S is an lbt or a pdt and L is context sensitive, context free, or 
regular; is S(L) some well known type of set? 
(2) Does there exist a decision procedure to determine for arbitrary 
sets L1 and L2, both context sensitive or both context free, whether there 
exists an lbt (pdt) mapping (a) L1 onto L2 or (b) L1 into L2 nontrivially? 
There are three sections. Section I reviews the basic concepts, some 
of which have not been well documented. Of special interest is Theorem 
1.1, which asserts that boundary markers in linear bounded automata 
may be removed. 
Section I I  discusses lbt. I f  L assumes every regular set and S assumes 
every lbt, then S(L) assumes every recursively enumerable set. If each 
move of the lbt gives rise to a nonempty output, and if L is context 
sensitive, then S(L) is context sensitive. I f  L assumes every finite set 
and S assumes every pdt, then S(L) assumes every regular set. As to 
* This work was supported in part by Air Force Cambridge Research Labora- 
tories under Contract AF 19(628)-3418, Project No. 5632, Task No. 563205. 
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problem (2), there is a decision procedure for determining for arbitrary 
regular sets L1 and L~ whether there exists an lbt mapping LI onto L2 
(or into L~ nontrivially). However, there is no decision procedure for 
determining for arbitrary context free (thus context sensitive) languages 
L1 and L~ whether there exists an lbt mapping L1 onto L~ (or into L2 
nontrivially). 
Section I I I  concerns pdt. For an arbitrary context free language L
and an arbitrary pdt S, S(L) is an arbitrary recursively enumerable set. 
If L is an arbitrary regular set and S an arbitrary pdt, then S(L) is an 
arbitrary context free language. If each move of a pdt S has a nonempty 
output, then S(L) is context sensitive for each context sensitive (thus 
for each context free) language L. As to problem (2), there is a decision 
procedure for determining for arbitrary context free languages L1 and 
L~, neither containing the empty word, whether there exists a pdt 
mapping L~ onto L2 (or L1 into L2 nontrivially). The problems become 
unsolvable if L1 and L2 are Mlowed to contain the empty word. 
I. PHRASE STRUCTURE LANGUAGES AND AUTOMATA 
We now consider some of the more familiar concepts to be used. 
Definition. A phrase structure grammar is a 44uple G -- (V, Z, P, ¢) 
where 
(i) V is a finite nonempty set. 
(ii) Z is a nonempty subset of V. 
(iii) P is a nonempty finite set of pairs (u, v), u in (V - ~)* - {E} 
and v in V*. 1 
(iv) ¢ is an element of V - Z.2 
Each element of V - ~ is ca]led a variable. 
Each element of x is called a (terminal) letter. 
Each element (u, v) in P is called a production and is usually written 
U --+ V. 
Notation. Let G = (V, Z, P, ¢) be a phrase structure grammar. For 
i For  sets of words X and Y, XY  = {xy/x in X, y in Y}, where xy is the con- 
catenat ion of x and y. Let X ° ~- {e}, E being the empty word, X ~+~ = X~X, and 
X* = ~ X ~. Thus, for an arb i t rary set E of symbols, E* is the free semigroup 
generated by E. 
The notion of phrase structure grammar given here differs from that  given by 
Chomsky (1959) in two ways. (a) We do not introduce the boundary symbol "#". 
(b) We demand that  in a product ion u ~ v, u be in (V - ~)* - {e} whereas Chore- 
sky only demands that  u be in V* - {e}. There is no real loss of general i ty in our 
presentat ion.  
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words wl and w2 in V*, write wl ~ w2 if there exist y, u, z, v such that  
wl = yuz, w2 = yvz, and u --* v is in P. For words w and x, write w ~*  x 
if either w = x or there exist words w0 = w, wl,  • • • , w~ = x such that  
w~ ~ W~+l for each i. 
A sequence of words w0, - - .  , wk such that  w~ ~ wi+~ for each i is 
called a derivation or generation of wk (from w0). 
Using the above notat ion we now define a phrase structure language. 
Definition. L ~ Z* is called a phrase structure language if there exists a 
phrase structure grammar G = (V, Z, P, z) such that  L = L(G) = 
{w in ~*/~ o*  w}. 
I f  L = L(G) for the grammar G, then we say that  L is generated by G, 
or G generates L. 
A set of words is a phrase structure language if and only if it is re- 
cursively enumerable (Chomsky, 1959). 
We shall be discussing several types of phrase structure languages. 
Definition. i phrase structure grammar G = (V, Z, P, z) is context 
sensitive if either (i) each production is of the form y~z --* ywz, with 
in V - Z and w ~ e; or (ii) ~ - *  e is in P and all other productions 
are of the form y~z ---* ywz, with ~ in V -- Z and w in (V - { ~} )* - { e}. 
L G Z* is a context sensitive language if L is generated by some context 
sensitive grammar. 3 
L is a context sensitive language if and only if L is generated by a 
phrase structure grammar G = (V, Z, P, ¢) having the property that  
either (i) each production is of the form u -+ v, with [u I -<- I v I; * or 
(ii) ~ --~ e is in P and all other productions are of the form u -+ v, with 
I u I -<- [ v [ and v containing no occurrence of ~ (Chomsky, 1959; Kuroda, 
1964).5 
Definition. A phrase structure grammar G = (V, ~, P, ~) is context free 
if each production is of the form $ -~ v, with ~ a variable. L G ~* is a 
context free language if L is generated by some context free grammar. 
Each context free language is context sensitive (Bar-Hillel et al. 
1961). 
The definition of context sensitive grammar as given by Chomsky (1959) only 
allows condition (i). It is easily seen that L ___ ~* is context sensitive as defined 
here if and only if L = L' or L = L' U {e} for some context sensitive language L' 
as defined by Chomsky. 
4 [ x I denotes the length of x. 
5 This statement is a slight modification of the result given in (Kuroda, 1964) 
in order to allow inclusion of e. 
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When dealing with context sensitive languages it is frequently con- 
venient o employ a so-called "boundary marker." 
Definition. A context sensitive grammar with boundary marker is 
5-tuple (V, ~, P, z, #), where 
(i) # is a symbol not in ~. 
(ii) (V, ~ [J l#}, P, z) is a context sensitive grammar. 
(iii) For each production u --~ v, u and v simultaneously have one 
of the forms w, ~w, or w#, w being in ( V - l #} )*. 
Definition. For each context sensitive grammar G with boundary 
marker, let #L# = L(G) = {#w# in #Z*#/#z# ~*  #w#}. #L# is said to be 
generated by G. 
L C ~* is context sensitive if and only if #L# is generated by a context 
sensitive grammar with boundary marker (Landweber, 1963) .6 
Associated with the phrase structure languages, the context sensitive 
languages, and the context free languages, are devices which, in a sense, 
characterize ach of the three classes of languages. It is well known 
(Davis, 1958) that "Turing Machines" yield the reeursively enumerable 
sets (= the phrase structure languages) in a variety of ways. For the 
context sensitive and the context free languages (our chief concern), 
we have the "linear bounded automata" and "pushdown automata" 
respectively defined below. 
Definition. A linear bounded automaton (abbreviated lba ) is a 5-tup]e 
B = (K, Z, 6, q0, F), where 
(i) K is a finite nonempty set (of states). 
(ii) ~ is a finite nonempty set (of inputs), with K n ~ = ~. 
(iii) ~ is a mapping of K X E into the subsets of K X E X l --1, 0, 1}. 
(iv) q0 is an element of K (the start state). 
(v) F C K (the set of final states). 
The formalism involved in describing the movement of an lba is now 
given. 
Definition. A configuration of the lba B = (K, ~, 6, q0, F) is a word 
in ~*K~*. 
(A configuration a~ . . .  a~_~pa~ •..  am, with 1 -< i -< m, each aj. in Z 
and p in K, is to be interpreted as the lba reading the ith symbol of 
a~ . . .  a~ while in state p.) 
Definition. Given an lba B = (K, Z, 6, q0, F) let F-*B (or ~* when B 
is understood) be the relation on ~*K~* defined as follows. For u, v 
s While the proof in (Landweber, 1963) is for context sensitive languages with- 
out e, the argument is ~lso v~lid for context sensitive l~ngu~ges with e. 
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arbitrary elements of Z* and c in Z, write (i) ucpav ~ uqcbv if ~(p, a) 
contains (q, b, - -1);  (ii) upav ~- uqbv if ~(p, a) contains (q, b, 0); and 
(iii) upav ~- ubqv if 5(p, a) contains (q, b, 1). For each a in Z*KZ*, 
~-* t-* write ~ a. For a,/~ in Z*K~*, write a /~ is there exist a = a0, • •. , 
ak = ~ such that a~ ~-- a~+l for each i < k. 
The interpretation of the move a ~-- ~ is that the !ba goes to configura- 
tion ~ after being in configuration a. Thus ucpav ~ uqcbv if 5(p, a) 
contains (q, b, - 1 ) means that the lba reads a in state p, goes to state q, 
replaces a with b, and moves the tape one unit to the right. (ii) and (iii) 
~_* have analogous interpretations, a ~ means that the configuration a 
is changed to the configuration fl by a sequence of moves of the lba. 
The final states in an lba are used to "accept" a set of words by the 
following procedure. 
Definition. A word w in ~* is accepted by an lba B = (K, Z, 8, q0, F) 
if qow ~-* fl for some ~ in Z*F. The set of words accepted by B is denoted 
by T(B) .  
Note that ~ is in T(B)  if and only if q0 is in F. 
The following result is known for an lba with a boundary marker ~, 
but not for an lba without a boundary marker. 
THEOREM 1.1. A set X is a context sensitive language if and only if there 
is an lba B such that X = T(B) .  
Proof: I t  is known (Kuroda (1964), theorem 1 and footnote 3), with 
possible modification to accommodate e as an allowable element of a 
context sensitive language, that X is context sensitive if and only if 
there is an lba B = (K, Z U {#I, 6, qo, F) with the following properties: 
(1) x G z*. 
(2) # is not in :~. 
(3) If ~(p, #) contains (q, b, n), then b = #. 
(4) T(B)  = X#. 
To prove the theorem it suffices to show that there is an lba B satisfy- 
ing (1)- (4)  if and only if there is an lba C such that X = T(C) ]  
Suppose that X = T(C) for some lba C = (Kc ,  Ec, ~c, qc, Fc). 
Let f  and ~ be symbols not in Kc U Z. Let B be the lba (Kc U {f}, zcU 
{#}, 8, qc, {f}), where 8(q, a) = 8c(q, a) for q in Kc and a in 2;c, and 
~(q, #) = { (f, #, 1)} for q in Fc .s Clearly B satisfies (1)-(4) .  
7 This equivalence contradicts Kuroda's  remark (Kuroda (1964), footnote 3) 
that  the r ight boundary marker is needed. 
s In defining a set function, the function is always to be ~ except at those values 
otherwise stated. 
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Suppose that B = (K, ~ U {#}, ~, qo, F) is an lba satisfying (1)-(4). 
Let C = (Kc, Zc, ~c, qc, Fc) be the lba defined as follows. For each 
q in K and a in Z U {#}, let ~, a', a, and ~ be abstract symbols. (a rep- 
resents the fact that in B, a is being read with ~ the symbol to the right 
of a. ~ represents the fact that in B, # is being read with a the symbol 
to the left of #.) Let qc, R, L, and # be abstract symbols. Let 
Kc = K U {~I/qin K} U {qc, R, L} 
and 
Zc = 2~ U {#} U {a', a, a/ain ~ U {#}}. 
Let Fc -- {(t/q in F} U {qc} if e is in X and Fc = {(t/q in F I otherwise. 
Let 
(5) ~c(qc, a) = {(q0, a, 0), (R, a', 1)l if a i s in  Z. 
(6) ~c(R, a) -- [(L, a, --1), (R, a, 1)} if a is  in Z. 
(7) ~c(L, a) = {(L, a, --1)} if a i s in  Z. 
(8) ~c(L, a') = { (q0, a, 0)} if a is in Z. 
(9) 3c(p, a) = ~(p, a) if p is in K and 
(10) at(p, a) = {(q, b, -1 ) / (q ,  b, -1 )  
U {(q, ~, O)/(q, b, 0) in 
a in Z U/#1. 
in ~(p, a)}. 
~(p, a)} 
U{(q, ~, O)/(q, b, 1) in a(p, a)} 
i fp i s inK~nda inZ U{#}. 
(11) ~c(p, a) = {(q, a, O)/(q, #, --1) in ~(p, #)} 
U l(q, a, O)/(q, #, 0) in ~(p, #)} 
U {(~, a, 1)/(q, #, 1) in ~(p, ~)} 
if p is in K and a in Z U {#}. 
We now show that X c T(C). Let g be the mapping which is unde- 
fined except as follows. For u, v in (Z U {#} )*, a in Z O {#}, and q in K; 
g(uqva~) = uqva, g(uaq#) = u~,  and g(ua#q) = ua~. It is easily seen 
that for all words x in Z* -- {e}, and all B-configurations f~, qox# [-* 
implies that qcx ~ * g(fi). Thus X c T(C). 
Suppose that x is in T(C). If x = e, then clearly x is in X. Suppose 
x ~ e. It is clearly seen that x must be in Z* and that for x = ua (u in Z* 
and a in  Z), qcua t-* qou~ ~-* V~(h withy in (Z U [#}),* b in Z U {~}, 
and q in F. By induction, if qoua t-* % then there exists fl such that 
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qoua# ~- * fl and ~ = g(/3). Hence qoua# ~-* vb#q. Therefore x# is in T(B), 
whence x is in X. Thus T(C) ~ X, so that T(C) = X. 
Turning to "pushdown automata" we have the following: 
Definition. A pushdown automaton (abbreviated pda) is a 7-tuple 
M = (K, E, r,  5, Zo, qo, F) where 
(it K is a nonempty finite set (of states). 
(if) Z is a nonempty finite set (of inputs). 
(fii) r is a finite nonempty set (of auxiliary symbols). 
(iv) ~ is a mapping from K X (E U {~}) X r to the finite subsets 
of K X r*. 
(v) Z0 is an element of F. 
(vi) q0 is in. K (the start state). 
(vii) F is a subset of K (the set of final states)/ 
Notation. Given a pda M = (K, ~, Y, 5, Z0, q0, F) let ~-*,  or ~-* 
when M is understood, be the relation on K X E* X 1 ~* defined as 
follows. For Z in r and x in ~ U {E} let (p, xw, aZ) F- (q, w, ay) if 
a(p, x, Z) contains (q, 77. Let (p, w, a) ~-* (p, w, a) for all p, w, c~. 
For~,~in  r*andx{in Z U{e} (1 -< i -< k), write (p,x~ . . .  xkw, a) ~-* 
(q, w, ~) if there exist pl = p, "'" , pk+l : q in K and ¢1 = a, . - .  , 
a~+1 = ~ in Y* such that 
(p~, x~ . . .  xkw, ~)  ~- (p~+l, x~+l " "  x~w, a~+l) 
for 1 <-- i --< k. 
Intuitively, a pda has an input tape, a set of states, and a pushdown 
tape (on which are written auxiliary symbols). The move (p, xw, aZ) 
(q, w, a~) means that at state p, with Z the rightmost symbol on the 
pushdown tape, under x (which is an input symbol or e) the pda goes 
to state q, writes 7 in place of Z, and expends x. 
Definition. A word w is accepted by a pda M = (K, E, F, 5, Z0, q0, F) 
if (q0, w, Zo) F-* (q, ~, a) for some q in F and a in Y*. 1° The set of all 
words accepted by M is denoted by T(M). 
A set of words is a context free language if and only if it is the set of 
words accepted by some pda (Chomsky,  1962; Evey, 1963; Ginsburg, 
1966). 
9 This form of the pda differs s l ightly from that customari ly used (Chomsky° 
1962) in that it has a set of final states. 
10 In the form of the pda used by Chomsky (1962), a word w is said to be "ac- 
cepted" if (q0 , w, Z0) ~* (q, e, e) for some q in K. 
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We shall also consider the "regular" sets, sometimes called the "finite 
state" languages. 
Definition. X ~ ~* is regular if X is obtained from finite sets by a 
finite number of applications of union, product, and * 
Definition. A nondeterministic automaton is a 5-tuple A = 
(K, 2, 5, So, F),  where 
(i) K, 2, and F have their usual significance. 
(ii) So ~ K (the set of start states). 
(iii) ~ is a mapping of K × Z U {e} into the subsets of K, 
with 5 (q, e) = { q} for all q in K. 
If So and each ~(q, x) consist of single elements, then A is called an 
automaton. 
Definition. Given a nondeterministic automaton A -- (K, ~, ~, So, F), 
a word w = wl • • • wk, each w~ in 2, is said to be accepted by A if there 
exist so, • • • , sk in K, with So in So and sk in F, such that s~ is in ~(s~._~, w~) 
for each i. The set of all words accepted by A is denoted by T(A). 
The following three statements are equivalent (Rabin and Scott, 
1959); (i) X is regular. (ii) X = T(A) for some nondeternfinistic 
automaton A. (iii) X = T(A) for some automaton A. 
Each regular set is a context free language. In fact, X ___ 2" is regular 
if and only if there exists a context free grammar G = (V, 2, P, z) 
generating X such that each production in P is of the form ( --* w, or 
--+ w, with w in 2" and ~ in V - ~ (Chomsky, 1959). 
I I. L INEAR BOUNDED TRANSDUCERS 
We now consider a "linear bounded transducer," the first of the two 
devices to be examined. Intuitively speaking, a linear bounded trans- 
ducer is a linear bounded automaton with outputs. That is, each move 
of the linear bounded automaton gives rise to an output. The concept is 
formalized as follows. 
Definition. A linear bounded transducer (abbreviated lbt ) is a 5-tuple 
S = (K, 2, A, ~, q0) where 
(i) K, N, and q0 have the same significance as in an lba. 
(ii) A is a nonempty finite set (of outputs). 
(iii) t~ is a mapping of K ) Z into the finite subsets of K X ~ X A* X 
{-1,  o, 1}. 
We now introduce symbolism enabling us to discuss the outputs from 
an lbt. The symbolism parallels that for an lba. 
Notation. Given an lbt S --- (K, N, A, ~, qo), let ~*  be the relation 
on 2*K~* X A* defined as follows: For u, v in Z*, c in Z and w in A*, 
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write (i) (ucpav, w) ~- (uqebv, wy) if (q, b, y, - -1)  is in v(p, a);  (ii) 
(upav, w) ~- (uqbv, wy) if (q, b, y, 0) is in ~(p, a);  and (iii) (upav, w) 
(ubqv, wy) if (q, b, y, 1) is in it(p, a). Write (u, w) t--* (u', w') if either 
, ~01 t u = u andw = or if there ex is tu  = u0 ,u l ,  . . . ,uk  = u ,w0 = w, 
• • .  ~ W ! wl, , wk such that  (u~, wi) t- (ui+l, wi+1) for 0 -<_ i =< k - 1. 
Notation. For each lbt S = (K, Z, A, v, q0) and each word w in Z*, 
let S(w) = {y/(qow, e) ~* (~, y) for some ¢~ in ~*K}. For X c Z*, let 
s (x )  = U~o~ S(x). 
In particular, S(s)  = e. 
Given an lbt S, the function S(x) of Z* into the subsets of A* is called 
an lbt mapping. 
I t  is known that  each gsm ~ maps a regular set onto a regular set 
(Ginsburg and Rose, 1963b). Thus it is natural to consider the effect 
of an lbt on a context sensitive language. 
THnORE~ 2.1. I f  Z contains at least two elements then the family of 
context sensitive languages is not closed under the operation of homo- 
morphism. 
Proof: Let a be a specific dement  of Z and let E' = E - {a}. Let 
G = (V, ~', P, ~) be an arbitrary phrase structure grammar such that  
L(G) is not context sensitive• We may assume that  a is not in V. Since 
context sensitive languages are recursive, G exists. Let ~ be a symbol 
not in V. Let G' = (V', ~, P', z) be the phrase structure grammar with 
V' = V U {a, ~} and P'  consisting of the following productions: 
(i) ~ ~ y, where w -~ y is in p and I~  I < l Yl. 
(ii) w ---> y~l- I~l ,  where w --~ y is in P and I Y I < I w I. 
(iii) ~ ~ ~ for each ~ in V - ~. 
( iv)  ~ -+ a. 
• t 
Since I u i <--- I v i for every u ~ v m P ,  L(G') is context sensitive. Let h 
be the homomorphism of E* into E* defined by h(x) = x for x in E - 
{a} and h(a) -~ s. Then h(L(G')) = L(G). 
Remark. I f  L is context sensitive and h is a homomorphism such that 
h(x) ~ s for every x in E, then h(L) is context sensitive. 
Since a homomorphism can be realized by a gsm, thus by an lbt, we get: 
COgOLhA~¥. The image of a context sensitive language under an lbt is not 
n k generalized 8equential machine (abbrev iated gsm) is a 64uple  S = 
(K, E, A, ~, x, so) where (i) K ,  ~, and so have the usual significance. (ii) A is a f inite 
nonempty  set (of outputs). (iii) ~ is ~ funct ion f rom K X ~ into K.  (iv) X is a func- 
t ion f rom K X E into A*. The funct ions ~ ~nd k are then extended to K X ~* by 
defining ~(q, ~) = q, ~(q, wx) = ~[~(q, w), x], X(q, e) = e, and X(q, wx) = X(q, w) 
X[~(q, w), x] for each q in K,  w in N*, and x in ~. A gsm is thus an automaton  with  
"determin is t i c "  outputs .  
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necessarily a context sensitive language. For each recursively enumerable 
se~ Y, there exists a context sensitive language X and an lbt S such that 
s (x )  = Y. 
In Section I I I  we shall present wo situations in which pushdown 
transducers yield context free languages. We now show that the analo- 
gous situations for lbt do not necessarily ield context sensitive lan- 
guages. 
Definition. Anlba B = (K, ~, ~, q0, F) and anlbt S = (K, Z, A,/~, q0) 
are said to be associated if a(p, a) = { (q, b, m)/(q,  b, y, m) in #(p, a) 
for some y in k*} for all (p, a) in K X Z. 
Thus an lba and an lbt are associated if the lbt is obtained from the 
lba by the addition of outputs. 
T~p, oRv,~ 2.2. For each recursively enumerable set Y, there exists an lbt 
S, an Iba B associated with S, and a regular set X such that S (X)  = 
S(T (B) )  = Y. 
Proof: By the proof of Theorem 2.1, there exists a context sensitive 
language W and a homomorphism h such that Y -= h(W) .  Let Bw = 
(Kw, Z~,  aw, q~, F~)  be an lba such that W = T(B~r). Let B = 
(K, ~, 5, qo, F) and S = (K, Z, A, it, qo) be the iba and lbt respectively 
defined as fol]ows. For each q in K ~ let ~ be an abstract symbol. Let 
q0, R, L, d be abstract symbols not in {q, q/q in K~}. Let K = 
{q, O/qinKw} [J {q0, R, L}, E = ~ 13 {d}, andF  = {(I/qinFw}. Let A 
be the set of those symbols occurring in words of h(~r~). For each ele- 
ment a of Z w let ~(qo, d) = { (R, d, 1)}, 8(R, a) = { (R, a, 1)}, ~(R, d) = 
{(L, d, --1)}, ~(L, a) = {(L, a, --1)}, ~(L, d) -- {(q~7, d, 1)}, ~(q, a) = 
~w(q, a) for q in Kw,  ~(q, d) = {(4, d, 1)} for q in Fw,  ~(R, a) --- 
{(R, a, h(a), 1)}, and t~(P, x) ~- {(q, b, e, m)/(q,  b, m) in ~(p, x)} for 
p ~ Rorxnot inZ~.  
Clearly B and S are associated, Wd = T(B) ,  dY.~*d is regular, and 
S(d~*d)  = S(dWd)  = Y. 
Remark,. If the a]phabet over which Y is defined contains at least two 
elements, then (by a suitable coding) X and T(B)  may be chosen over 
this alphabet. 
If an lbt is suitably restricted, then S(L )  is context sensitive if L is 
context sensitive. 
TnEOnEM 2.3. For each e-output-free lbt S ~ and each context sensitive 
language X, S( X )  is a context sensitive language. 
Proof: Let ~X# -~ L(G) for the context sensitive grammar with bound- 
12 An lbt  (K, ~, A, #, qo) is e-output-free if (q, b, y, m) in t~(p, a) impl ies  y ~ e for 
all p, a. 
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ary marker, G = (V, Z1, P, ¢, #). Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that if #¢# ~*  a, then a is of the form #~#, with ~ in ( V - {#} )*. 
Let S = (K, ~, A, ~, q0). Since S is e-output-free, we may assume that 
y is in A (not just in A* -- { e} ) if ~(p, a) contains (q, b, y, m). We may 
Mso assume that V -- ~1, K, ~, and A are pairwise disjoint. 
We now define a context sensitive grammar with boundary marker 
which generates #S(X)#.  For each y in A, a in ~, and q in K let E~, 
(q, a, - ) ,  and ( - ,  a, y) be abstract symbols. ((q, a, - )  means that 
the lbt is at state q reading symbol a.) Let V' contain V and all symbols 
(q, a, --),  ( - - ,  a, y), and E~. Let G' = (V', A, P', ¢, #) where P'  con- 
tains P and all productions of the following form (q, a, d,  y, yt denote 
elements in K, ~, ~, A, and A respectively) : 
(1) #a ~ #(q0, a, - ) .  
(25 (q, a, -- ) -+ Y(P, b, --) if ~(q, a) contains (p, b, y, 0). 
(3) (q, a, --)a'----> (-- ,  b, y)(p,  a', --5 if u(q, a) contains (p, b, y, 1). 
(4) ( - - ,  a', y')(q, a, - )  ~ y'y(p, a', - )b  if t~(q, a) comains 
(p, b, y, -1 ) .  
(5) (- - ,  a, y)y' ---+ y ( - ,  a, y'). 
(65 (q, a, --5# --+ E~ if ~(q, a) contains (p, b, y, 15 for some p, b. 
~(- -  a, y)E~, ~ Eyy'. 
(7) ( yEy', --~ Eyy t. 
(85 #E~ -~ #y. 
We now show that L(G')  = #S(X)#.  Let g and h be the homo- 
morphisms defined on V'* by g( (q, a, - ) ) = qa, g(a) = g( ( - ,  a, Y) ) = 
a, g = e otherwise, h(y) = h( (-- ,  a, y) ) = h(E~) = y, andh = e other- 
wise. 
Suppose that w is in S(x)  for some x in X. If w = e, then x = e and 
#w# is in L(G') .  Suppose x ~ E. Then w = yl • • • y~, each y~ in A, for 
some r => 1. Then #z# ~* ,  #x# and 
(qox, e) b- (a~, Y~) F-- . . .  b- (a~, y~ . . .  y~) 
for some al ,  • • • , a~, with a~ in Z*K. It  can be proved by induction on i 
(noting (1)-(655 that for 1 -< i _< r, there exist ~ ,  . . .  , ~ such that 
(9) #x# ~*, #~# ~* . . . .  ~*, #~#; 
(105 if a~ = pay, with p in K and a in Z, then fl~ = ~(p, a, - 5~, with 
in A*, ~ in Z*, g(fl~) = a~, and h(fl~) = y~ . . .  y~ ; 
(11) if a~ = upav, with u ~ e, p in K, and a in Z, then 
/~ = 4(p, a, - )~ ,  with ~ in A*[{ ( - ,  b, y) /b  in Z, y in A}* -- {e}], ~ in 
Z*, g(fl~) = a~, and h(~)  = y~ - . .  y~ ; and 
(12) fl~ is in A*{ ( - - ,  b, y) /b  in ~, y in A}* E~, and h(~)  = y~ "-. y~. 
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Moreover, it follows from (7) and (8) that, for all /3 in A* / (--, b, y)/b 
in ~, y in A}* {ESy in A}A*, #~# ~* ,  #h(fi)#. Hence by (9) and (11), 
#~# ~* ,  #x# ~* ,  #fl~# ~* ,  #y~ . . .  Yr#. 
Thus #S(X)# ~ L(G'). 
Now suppose that #w# is in L(G'). I f  w = ~, then #~# is in L(G),  
so that #~# is in #S(X)#. Suppose that w ~ ~. Since (V - ~1), ~, K, 
and A are pairwise disjoint, there exists a derivation of #w# in which no 
production in P is used after an application of a production in P' - P. 
Thus there exists #x# in L(G), i.e., x in X, such that 
#~# ~*  #x# ~* ,  #w#. 
For x = xl . - .  xk, each x~ in Z~, it is readily seen that if #x# ~* ,  #w#, 
then there exist/~ = (q0, xt, - )xs • • • x~, f~2, • • • , fl~, T1 • • • , r~ such 
that 
(13) #x# ~,  #S~# ~ . . . .  ~ #~# ~o,  #~# -.. ~ ,  ~# ~,  #w#. 
(14) each #fi~# ~s ,  #fl~+l# involves a production of type (2), (3), 
(4), or (5). 
(15) each #r~# ~s ,  #rj+l# involves a production of type (7). 
(16) #r~# ~,  #w# involves a production of type (8). 
(17) #f~# ~a,  #rl# involves a production of type (6). 
Thus h(w~) -- w. Let ~,  . . .  , 7t be the sequence obtained by removing 
the duplication from 
(g(~), h(~)), . . . ,  (g(~r), h(~)). 
Then w~ ~- • -- ~- "/t F- (vp, w) for some v in ~* and p in K. Therefore 
w is in S(X) ,  i.e., L(G') C #S(X)#. 
We now examine the image of a finite set under an lbt. 
THEOREM 2.4. (a) I f  S is an lbt and X is finite, then S(X)  is regular. 
(b) For each regular set W c_ ~* and each word w ~ e in Z~*, there 
exists an lbt S such that S(w) = W. 
Proof: (a) Let S = (K, ~, A, t~, q0). Without loss of generality we may 
assume that y is in A U {e} whenever t~(p, a) contains (q, b, y, m). I t  
suffices to show that S(x) is regular for every word x of length m > 0. 
Let A = (K~,  A~, 8, {.q0x}, F) be the nondeterministic automaton 
where Kz = U ~ %~ ~-~ i=o KZ ,F  = ~K,  A~ = AU{a~},a~be inganab-  
stract symbol not in A, 8(a, a) = {f~ in K~/(a, e) b-- (~, a)} for all 
(a, a) in K~ X A, and ~(a, a~) = {f~ in Kf f (a ,  e) ~- (~, e)} for a in K~.  
Let h be the homomorphism of Aa* into i defined by h(a) = a, a in A, 
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and h(ao) = ~. It  can be proved by induction on d that if 
(rio, e) ~ (~1, Yl) t-s "-. ~-z(~d, yl •'• yd), 
with ~o, " ' ,~d  in K~ and Y l , ' " ,Yd  in A U {e}, then for all 
i(1 <- i <- d) ~i is in ~(¢~i-~, Y(),  where y( denotes a~ or y4 according as 
y~ = e or y~ is in A respectively. Conversely, if ~ is in ~(~i_~, z~)(i -- 1, 
• - . ,d ;¢~0,  " " ,Be inKx ;z l ,  . . . , z~ inA~) , then  
(~0, e) F-~ (~,  h(z~)) ~ . . .  F-~ (~,  h(z l  . . .  zd)). 
Hence 
S(x)  = {y/(qox, e) ~ * (9, Y) for some ~ in F} = h( T (A  ) ). 
Since T(A)  is regular, so is h(T(A) )  = S(x) .  
(b) Let A --- (K, N, ~, p~, F) be an automaton such that W = T(A) .  
Let w = w~.. .  w~, lc > 1 andwl , . . . ,  wkin 2:~. Let p2 , ' " ,  pk+~ 
be symbols not in K and Ks = K U {p~/2 <- i <_ tc ~ 1}. Consider the 
]bt S ~- (Ks,  N1, ~, ~, pl), where 
~t(p, Wl) = {(~(p, X), WI, if;, 0) /X in ~1 
U {(p2, w~, e, 1) /p in F} for p in K 
and 
tt(p~, w~) = {(p~+~, w~, e, 1)} for2 - i -< /~. 
It is readily seen that S(w)  = T (A)  = W. 
Remarks• (1) Let S be the lbt ({pl, p:, p~}, {a, b, c}, {x, y, z}, ~, p~) 
where,(p~, a) = {(p~, a, x, 1)}, t~(P~, b) = {(p~, b, x, 1)}, ~(p~, c) = 
{(p~, c, y, --1)}, t~(p:, b) = {(p~, b, y, -1)},  ~(p~, a) = {(p~, a, z, 1)}, 
and ~(pa, u) = {(p~, u, z, 1)} foru  = a,b, orc. ThenS(ab*c) = 
{x'~y'zn+i/n > 1}, which is not context free• Thus the image of a regular 
set under an e-output-free lbt is not necessarily context free and there- 
fore not regular• 
(2) By Theorem 2.4 (b), there exists an lbt $1 and symbols a, b, c 
such that S~(a) = ab*c. Let S be the lbt in remark 1. Then SS~(a) = 
{x'~y'%'~+~/n >= 1}, so that SS~ is not an lbt mapping• Hence the compo- 
sition of lbt mappings is not necessarily an lbt mapping. 
In (Ginsburg and Rose, 1963a) and (Ginsburg and Hibbard, 1964) 
the decision problem for the following questions was considered• For 
arbitrary context free languages X and Y, and for arbitrary regular 
sets X and Y 
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(i) is there a gsm S such that S(X)  = Y? 
(ii) is there a gsm S such that S(X)  G Y and S(X)  is infinite if 
X is infinite? 
Consider these questions for lbt. From Theorem 2.4 (b) and the 
decidability of a regular set being infinite (Rabin and Scot, 1959), (i) 
and (ii) are solvable for lbt S and regular sets X, Y. When X, Y are 
context free languages (and thus context sensitive) we have the follow- 
ing result. 
THEOREM 2.5. The following questions are recursively unsolvable for 
arbitrary context free (thus context sensitive) languages X and Y: 
(a) Is there an lbt S such that S (X)  = Y? 
(b) Is there an lbt S such that S (X)  c Y and S(X)  is infinite if X 
is infinite? 
Proof: (a) Let X consist of a single symbol. From Theorem 2.4, (a) 
is answered affirmatively if and only if Y is regular. Since it is recursively 
unsolvable whether an arbitrary context free language is regular (Bar- 
Hillel et al., 1961), (a) is recursively unsolvable. 
(b) Let E = {a, b, c} and X = a* - {e}.Foreachn-tup lew = 
(wl, . - .  , w,~) of non-e words in {a, b}*, let L(w) be the context free 
language 
{ab ~I . . .  ab*kcwi~ . . .  w;i/k >--_ 1, 1 <= il, . . .  , ip <= n}. 
For arbitrary n-tuples x = (xl, . . . ,  x~) and y = (yI, " " ,  Y~) of 
non-e words in {a, b}*, let L(x, y) be the context free language 
co 
[J [cL(x)]'[cL(y)] ~. 
We shall show that ( * )S(X)  C_ L(x, y) with S(X)  infinite for some 
lbt S if and only if there exists a sequence of integers i l ,  .. • , ik such 
that x~, . . .  x~ k = y~ . . -  y~.  Since the latter is the correspondence 
problem and is recursively unsolvable (Post, 1946), (b) will be re- 
cursively unsolvable. 
Suppose there exists i~, . . .  , i~ such that xi~ . . .  x~ = y~ . . .  Y~k- 
Let S be the one-state lbt ({p}, {a}, /a, b, c}, ~, p), where ~(p, a) = 
(p, a (cab ~ . . .  abiicxi~ . . .  x~k) 2, 1). Then 
S(X)  1 ( cab~k ~ 2,~ . . . . ab cx~ 1 . . .  x~k) /m >- 1} 
is an infinite subset of L(x, y). 
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Now suppose that  S is an lbt such that  S(X)  ~ L(x, y) and S(X)  is 
infinite. Two eases arise. 
(a)  S (a  ~) is infinite for some s > 1. By ~'heorem 2.4, S(a  ~) is regular. 
Thus S(a  ~) is an infinite regular subset of L(x ,  y). However,  it was 
noted in the proof of Lemma 3.2 of (Ginsburg and Rose, 1963a) that  
L(x ,  y) contains an infinite regular set if and only if there exists a se- 
quence of integers i l ,  " .  , ik such that  xi~ . . .  xi~ = Yh " '"  Y~k - 
([3) S (a  ~) is finite for all s > 1. Since S(X)  is infinite and ~S(a) is 
finite, there exists t > 1 such that  S(a  t) - S (a)  ¢ ¢. Let w be in 
S(a  t) -- S (a) .  There exist u in S(a)  and v ¢ e such that  w = uv. Since 
u and v are both in L(x ,  y), there exist r and s(r < s) such that  u is 
in [cL(x)]~[cL(y)] ~ and w is in [cL(x)]"[eL(y)]". Then u is of the form 
cp~ .. • cp2~, with p i in  L (x )  for 1 - i -< r and p i in  L(y )  for r ÷ 1 -< 
i _-< 2r. Similarly w is of the form cql . . .  cq2~, with q~in L(x )  for 
1 <= i -< sandq~inL(y )  for s + 1 -< i -<  2s. S incew = uv, p~-= ql 
for 1 < i < 2r. Then p~+~ is in L(x )  f~ L(y ) .  Hence there exist i~, • • • , i~ 
such that  
p~+~ = ab ~k " "  ab~Icxi~ . . .  xi~ = ab ~ . . .  ab ~ cy h . . .  yi~, 
so that  x h . . .  x~ = Yh " ' "  Y~k. 
Remark. By appropr iate coding of Y, we may assume that  Y ___ { a, b}*. 
I I I .  PUSHDOWN TRANSDUCERS 
We now consider the second of the two devices to be examined. This 
device bears the same relation to a pda as an Ibt does to an lba. 
D@nition. A pushdown transducer (abbreviated pdt)  is a 7-tuple 
S = (K, 2, I ~, ~, ~, Z0, q0) where 
(i) K,  2, F, Z0, and q0 have the same significance as in a pda. 
(ii) A is a finite set (of outputs). 
(iii) ~ is a mapping of K × (Z U { e} ) X r i~lto the finite subsets of 
K X £* X A*. 
We now introduce symbol ism enabling us to discuss the outputs from 
a pdt. The symbol ism parallels that  for a pda. 
Notation. Given a pdt S = (K, 2, r ,  A, #, Z0, q0) let ~-* be the rela- 
t ion on K X Z* X I?* X A* defined as follows. For Z in I' and x in 
2 U { e} let (p, xw, c~Z, y) ~- (q, w, a% yy~) if (q, % y~) is in ~(p, x, Z) .  
Let (p, w, ~, y) ~-* (p, w, a, y) for all p, w, c~, and y. For c~, ~ in r*, y, y' 
in A*, and xi in 2 U [e}(1 < i < /c), write (p, xl " "  xkw, c~, y) ~-* 
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(q, w, 9, Y) if there exist p~ = p, • • • , p~+~ = q inK ,  a~ = c~, • •. , ak+~ = 
A* ¢~ in r*, and y = y~, . . .  , y~o+~ = y in such that  
(pi , x i "  "xkw, a~ , y~) ~ (p~+~ , xi4-1 " " "  XkW , Og i -b l  , y~+~) 
for 1 < i < /¢. 
Notation. Given a pdt  S = (K, Z, F, A, ~, Zo, go), for each x in ~* 
let S(x)  be the set of all words y in A* such that  (q0, x, Zo, e) t--* 
(q, e, a, y) for some (q ,a )  inK  X P* .ForXC Z*, let  S(X)  = 
The mapping of x into S(x)  for each x in ~* is called a pdt mapping• 
We now consider the image of a context free language under a pdt 
mapping. 
T~EO~E~ 3.1. Given any recursively enumerable set Y, there exists a 
context free language X and a pdt S such that S(  X )  = Y. 
Proof: Since Y is recursively enumerable, there exists a phrase struc- 
ture grammarG = (V, 2, P ,~)  such thatL (G)  = Y. Let tanddbe 
abstract symbols not in V. Let 
A = { u~d~Ru~d/u in V*, ~ ---> fl in P} ~3 and X = { c~dflRd/z --~ ~ in P} A*t. 
Clearly X is context free• Let S be the pdt (K, V (J {d}, V (J {Z0}, 
N, ~, Zo, q0), where Zo is a symbol not in V, K = {qo, ql, q2, q3}, and ~ is 
defined as follows: 
(1) ~(q0 ~, Zo) 
(2) ~(q~ x, z) 
(3) .(q~ d, x) 
(4) ~(q~ x, Z) 
(5) .(g~ d, z )  
(6) ,(q~ ~, z)  
= l(q~, z0, ~)}. 
--- {(ql, e, e)} for x in V. 
--- I(q2, x, e)} for x in V U {Zo}. 
= {(q2, Zx, e)} for x in V and Z in V 13 {Zo}. 
= {(q~, z, ~), (q~, z, ~)} for Z in V U {Z0}. 
= {(q3, e, Z)} for Z in Z. 
(7) ,(q~ t, zo) = {(q~, ~, ~)}. 
We now show that  S(X)  = Y. Suppose that  w is in Y. Then there 
exist k _-> 0, w0, • "" , wk+l, u i ,  ~i, vi, fli(0 - i -< k) such that  ~ = wo, 
wk+l = w and, for all i -<_ k, we = ui~ivi, wi+l = ui~vi ,  and ~ --~ fll is 
in P. I t  is readily seen that  for each i, 
Zowi+l (q0, (u0~0dAuJ  d) • (u i~d~ ui ), Zo , ~) ~ * (q~ d, e). 
~3 For each word w, w R = wi fw = eandw R-~ xk - "x~i fw  = x~.. .x~, each 
~c~ a symbol. 
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Hence 
(qo, (Uo~od~o%o ~ d) . . .  (u~d~%/  d), Z0, e) ~-* (q3, ~, Zow ~, ~) 
1-* (q3, e, Zo, w) ~- (q3, e, e, w), 
so that w is in S(X) .  
Now suppose that w is in S(x)  for some x in X. Then x is of the form 
( Uo~od3o%o R d) ~ • -. (Uk~kdflkUk d),withk_-> 0, u0 = e, and~o = ~;and 
(q0, x, Z0, e) t--* (q, e, e, w) for some q. Then 
(qo, x, Zo, ~) ~-* (q', ~, Zo, w) ~ (q, ~, ~, w) 
~. q2 Then for someq Clearlyq = q3andq'  = . 
(qo, x, Zo, e) I--* (q2, d, Zow n, e) ~- (q3, e, Zow ~, e) t-* (q3, e, e, w). 
From the construction of it, it follows that for some vo, . . . ,  vk+~, 
= w0 ~ w~ ~ ..-  ~ wk+~ = w, where we = u¢~¢v¢ and v¢+~ = ucf3¢v¢ 
for i =< k. Thus w is in Y, so that S(X)  = Y. 
Remarks. (1) If E contains at least two elements, then V O {d} can be 
coded into elements of Z* in such a way that for each recursively enumer- 
able set Y c Z*, a context free language X __. Z* and a pdt S can be 
found so that S(X)  = Y. If ~ contains exactly one element, say a, this 
is no longer possible. For each context free language X _c a* is then 
regular (Ginsburg and Rice, 1962). By Theorem 3.3 below, S(X)  is 
context free. But there exist recursively enumerable sets Y C a* which 
are not regular, for example {a~/n > 1}. 
(2) For L context free and S an e-output-free pdt ~4, S(L )  need not 
be context free. For let S = (K, ~, P, A, ~, Z0, q0) be the pdt for which 
K = {qo, ql, q2, q~}. Y. = {a, b, c}, I" = {a, b, Zo}, A = {a, b, c}, and ~ is 
defined as follows: ~(q0, a, Zo) = {(q~, Z0, a)}, t~(ql, a, Zo) = 
{(ql, Zoa, a)}, ~(q~, b, Z0) = {(q~, Z0, b)}, ~(ql, a, a) = {(q~, aa, a)}, 
~(q~, b, a) = [(q2, e, b)}, ,(q2, b, a) = {(q~, e, b)}, ~(q2, b, Zo) = 
{(q3, Z0, b)}, and ,(q3, c, go) = {(q3, go, c)}. Then S(L )  = 
{albic~/i >= 1} for L = {alb@/i, j >= 1}. Thus L is a context free language, 
but S(L )  is not. 
We now present a condition, due to Evey (1963), on S and L such 
that S(L )  is context free if L is. For completeness, a short new proof is 
given. 
~4 A pdt (K, ~, I', A, ~, Zo, qo) is e-output-free if (q, ~/, y) in ~(p, x, Z) implies 
y~efora l lp inK ,  x in:~ (J {e}, and Z in r, 
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Definition. A pda M = (K, Z, r, 8, Zo, qo, F) and a pdt S = (K, ~, 
F, A, ~, Z0, qo) are said to be associated if for each (q, x, Z) 
ink  × (Z U[e}) × F, ~(q, x, Z) = {(p, a)/(p, a, y) in v(q, x, Z) for 
some y in A*}. 
T~IEOREM 3.2. (Evey, (1963), Theorem 2.6.6) I f  a pda M and a pdt S 
are associated, then S(L ) is a context free language for L = T(M). 
Proof. Let M = (K, Z, F, 8, Z0, qo, F) and S -- (K, Z, r, A, v, Zo, qo). 
Let ~' be the set of those ordered pairs (x, y) in (~ U {e}) X A* for 
which there exists (q, Z, p, a) such that #(q, x, Z) contains (p, a, y). 
Clearly ~t is finite. Let M t be the pda (K, ~', F, ~ ,  , Zo, q0, F) where 
~M'(q, (X, y), Z) = {(p, a)/(p, a, y) in ~(q, x, Z)} 
for each (q, (x, y), Z) in K X Zr X F. Let f be the homomorphism of 
~'* into A* defined byf ( (x ,  y)) = y for each (x, y) in Et. 
Since a homomorphism preserves context free languages [1], to com- 
plete the proof it suffices to show that f[T(Mr)] = S(L).  Suppose that 
(xl, yj) . . .  (xk, yk) is in T(M'). Since ~M'(q, e, Z) = ¢ for all q and Z, 
there exist ql, • • • , q~ in K, with q~ in F, and al ,  • • • , a~ in F* such that 
(q0, (Xl, yl) . . .  (xk, yk), Z0) ~-M' (ql, (X2, y2) "'" (X~, Yk), a~) 
~ . . . .  ~ ~, (q~_~, (x~, y~), ~_~) ~ ~, (q~, ~, ~) .  
From the definition of ~ M' and the fact that M and S are associated, 
we get 
(q0, x~ . . .  xk,  Zo,  E) ~-,~ (q , ,  x~ . . .  xk,  ~ ,  y~) t-~ - . .  
t-s (qk-~, x~, ak_~, y~ .- .  Yk-1) ~-s (qk, e, a~, y, .- .  Yk) 
and 
(qo,x~ "'" x~,Zo) ~. , ' - '  ~M(q~--~,Xk,ak--i) ~--M(q~,e,~k)- 
Thusx,  . . -  x~is inL andy~ . . .  y~ = f ( (x l ,  y~) . . -  (x~0, y~)) is in S(L),  
i.e., f[T(M')] C S(L).  An analogous argument shows that S(L) ~ 
f[T(M')], whence S(L) = f[T(M')]. 
We next consider the image of a regular set under a pdt mapping. 
T~EO~M 3.3. S(L ) is context free for each pdt S and regular" set L. 
Proof: Let S = (K, E, F, ~, /~, Z0, qo). Since L is regular, there 
exists an automaton A = (Ka,  ~, ~ ,  p0, F~) such that L = T(A).  
Let S' be the pdt (K X Ka , E, r, A, t~', Zo, (qo, po) ), where 
tJ((q, p), x, Z) = { ((q', ~(p ,  x)), a, y)/(q', a, y) in #(q, x, g)} 
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for all ((q, p), x, Z) in (K X Kx) X (Z U {e}) X r. Let M' = 
(K X K~,  2, F, ~M,, Z0, (q0, p0), K X F~) be the pda associated with 
S' whose set of final states is K X Y~. Let 3 /= (K, E, r, ~, Zo, q0, K) 
be the pda associated with S whose set of final states is K. Then 
S(T(A) )  = S(T (M)  n T (A) )  = S ' (T (M ' ) ) .  By Theorem 3.2, 
S ' (T (M' ) )  is context free. 
Remarks. (1) It  has been shown by Evey (1963, Theorem 2.6.3) 
that the regular set ~ c, c a symbol not in E, has the property that for 
each context free language L ___ E*, there exists a pdt S such that 
S(E*c) = L. (By a suitable coding, it is easy to show that for any con- 
text free language L, there exists a pdt S such that S({a, b}%) = L, 
where a, b, and e are distinct symbols.) An analogous tatement, whose 
proof we omit, is the following: "For each regular set R, there exists a 
gsm S such that S({a, b}*e) = R, a, b, and c being distinct symbols." 
(2) Let ~ = {a, b, c, d} and L = {a~bJeJ)/i, j > 1)}. By Remark 1, 
there exists a pdt S1 such that S~({a, b, c}*d) = L. Let $2 be the pdt in 
remark 2 after Theorem 3.1. Then S2(L) = {a~bicl/i > 1}. Since 
$2S1 ({ a, b, e}*d) = { a~b~c~/i > 1}, which is not context free, by Theorem 
3.3 N2S1 is not a pdt mapping. Thus the composition of pdt mappings 
need not be a pdt mapping. 
(3) There exists a pdt mapping which is not an lbt mapping. For 
consider the pdt S = ({p, q}, {a}, {Zo, a, b}, {a, b}, it, Z0, p) where 
t*(P, e,Z) = {(p, Za, a), (q,Z,a)} forZin{Z0, a}, it(q, e, a) = {(q, e,b)} 
and t~(q, a, Z0) = { (q, e, b)}. Clearly S(a) = {a'~b"/n > 1}, which is not 
regular. By Theorem 2.4, there is no lbt $1 such that Sl(a) = S(a).  
(4) There exists an lbt mapping which is not a pdt mapping. For 
let Y = {a~bic~/i > 1}. Then Y is reeursively enumerable but not context 
free. By Theorem 2.2, there exists an lbt S and a regular set X such that 
S(X)  = Y. By Theorem 3.3, for no pdt $1 is SI (X)  = Y. 
We observed in Remark 2 after Theorem 3.1 that for an e-output-free 
pdt S and a context free language L, S (L )  need not be context free. Our 
next result, analogous to Theorem 2.3, shows that S(L )  must be context 
sensitive. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let S = (K, ~, F, A, t~, Zo, qo) be an e-output@°ee pdt. 
Then S( L ) is context sensitive for each context sensitive language L. 
Proof: Let G = (V, ~, P, ~, #) be a context sensitive grammar with 
boundary marker generating #L#. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that ~, A, and V - ~ are pairwise disjoint. We may also assume 
that e is not in L. (For if e is in L, then S(L )  = S(e) U S (L  -- {e}), 
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S(e) is context free, and L -- [e} is context sensitive.) We shall construct 
a context sensitive grammar with boundary marker, G' = (V t, A, P', 
z, #), generating #S(L)#.  
Let nl = max {] ~, ]/~(p, x, Z) contains (q, 7, w) for some p, x, Z, q, w} 
and n2 = max [[ w [/~(P, x, Z) contains (q, 7, w) for some p, x, Z, q, 7}. 
For x in Z U { e}, q in K, 7 in F* of length < n~, and w in A* of length =< 
n~; le t  (x, q ,% w), ( - ,  q, 7, w), ( , ,7 ,  w) ,E~,  F~ be abstract 
symbols. Let V contain all elements in V U A as well as a]] symbols 
(x, q, 7, w), ( - ,  q, 7, w), (- - ,  --, 7, w), E~, and F~. Let P' contain 
each production in P together with all of the following productions: 
(x, y, w, v, Z, 7, with or without subscripts, denote lements of Z, Z U { e}, 
A* -- {e}, A* -- {e}, 1 ~, and P* respectively.) 
(1) #z -~ #(x, qo, g0, E). 
#z-~ #(E, q0, z0,  ~)x. 
(2) (y, q, Z, e) -+ ( - ,  p, 7, w) if (p, 7, w) is in #(q, y, Z). 
(3) ( - - ,  q, 7Z, w) ----> ( - ,  - ,  7, v ) (e ,  q, Z, e). 
( - ,  q, 7z,  w)z --+ ( , ,7,  w)(z,  q, z,  ~). 
(4) ( , ,E ,w) -~Ew.  
(5) ( - - , - , '¥Z ,  wl)E , - - -~E~, ( - - , - ,TZ ,  w). 
(6) ( , ,7z ,  w) ( - ,  q, ~, wl) ~ ( - ,  - ,  7, w) ( - ,  q, z ,  wl). 
(7) ( - ,  q, 7, w)# ~ r~#. 
(8) EwEwl --+ F~wl . 
( , ,%w)F~,~-+F+wl . 
#F~ --+ #w. 
We now show that L(G')  = #S(L)#.  Let gl, g2, g3, g~ be the homo- 
morphisms on V' defined by gl( (y, q, % w) ) = gl( ( - ,  q, 7, w) ) = q, 
gl = e otherwise, g2((y,q, 7, w)) = g2(y) = y, g2 = eotherwise, 
g~((Y, q, 7, w) )= g3((--, q, 7, w))  = g3(( , , 7, w))  = 7, 
g4( (Y, q, 7, w) ) -= g4( ( - - ,  q, 7, w) ) = g4( ( , ,7 ,  w) ) = g4(w) = 
g4(E~) = g4(F~) = w, g4 = e otherwise. Let g = (g~, g2, g3, g4). 
Suppose that v is in S(u)  for some u in L. Then #a# ~* ,  #u~, there 
existv0= e, v l , . . . , vk inA* - -{e} ,u j , ' ' ' ,uk inZU{e},q~,  . . . ,qk in  
K, To=Zo,71 , . . . ,7~in17*suchthatu=ul . . -uk ,v  =v~. . .vk ,and  
(q0, u~ . - .  uk ,70 ,  v0) ~- (q~, u~ -- .  u~, 7~, v~) 
~- "'" ~- (qk, E, ~/~, vl • -" vk). 
It can be proved by induction on i (noting (1) - (7) )  that, for all i =< /~ 
there exist ~0, "'" ,/3~ such that 
$ $ $ 
(9) #u# ~,  #~0# ~ . . . .  ~ ,  #~#; 
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! . t ~*  
(10)  i f i<kthenthereex is tO  <=j < i ,~s+~, . . ,~  in - {~}, 
t ~Z and Z¢ in  F such that  ~ = ~.+~ • • • ~ ~ and  
~ = ~ " ' "  ~( - ,  - ,  w+~, v~-+~) . . -  ( - ,  - ,  ~ ,  v~) 
(u~+l ,  q~, Z~,  ~) u~+~ . . -  u~ ; 
! t 
(11) ~ = E~ . . .  E~. ( - ,  - ,  ~÷1,  v~+l) . . -  ( - ,  - ,  ~+1,  v~_ l )~,  
with 0 < j < i and ~j+l,  • • " , ~.~-~ m - { e}. 
Hence by (8), #a# ~* ,  #u# * * ~o ,  #~# ~o,  ~#.  Thus #S(L)# ~ L(G ' ) .  
Now suppose that  ~# is in L (G ' ) .  Since V - Z, Y., and A are pairwise 
disjoint, there exists a derivation of #v# in which no production in P 
is used after an appl ication of a production in P '  - P. Thus there exists 
#u# in L(G), i.e., u in L, such that  
~@ =*o #u# ~,  #v#. 
I t  is readily seen that  if #u# * ~o,  ~#,  then there exist u~, . . -  , u~ in 
U {~}, ~1 ---~ (UJ, q0, Z0, e) ue . . .  u~, fie, " "  , fi~, r~, . . .  , ~ such 
that  
(12) 
(13) 
N#. 
(14) 
(5), or 
(15) 
(16) 
U ~-  U l  " ' "  9Ak .  
#~# ~,  #¢1# ~ . . . .  ~o ,  #~,.# ~,  #~1# ~o . . . .  ~o ,  ~r~# ~,  
each #~# ~o,  #~i+1~ involves a production of type (2), (3), (4), 
(6). 
each #r~.# ~o,  #rs+l# involves a production of type (8). 
#r~# ~,  #v# involves a production of the form #F~ ~ #w. 
(17) #fl,.# ~,  #rl# involves a product ion of type (7). 
Then g4(~r) = g4(rl) = v. Let a~, .. • , at be the sequence obtained by 
removing the dupl ication f rom 
g(~) ,  . - . ,  g (~) .  
Then al = (q0, u~ . . .  uk, Z0, e) F- - . -  ~- at = (q, e, "y, V) for some q 
in K and~ in Y*. Therefore v is in S(L) ,  i.e., L(G') c #S(L)#. 
Turning to the decision problem for a pdt  mapping we have 
LEM~CA 3.1. Given a context free language Y C ~* and a word w ~ e 
in ~1", there exists a pdt S such that S(w) = Y. 
Proof: Let G = (V, ~, P, z) be a context free grammar  generating 
Y and w = w~ . . -  wl0, each wi in ~.  Let S be the pdt  (K, ~ ,  V U 
{Z0}, ~, ~, Zo, qo) where K = {q~/O <- i <- k + 1}, Zo is a symbol  not 
in V, ~(q0, e, Zo) = { (q~, Z0¢, e)}, ~(q~, e, x) = { (qi,  e, x)} for all x in 
~, ~(ql,  e, ~) = {(ql, fiR, e)/~ ~ ¢/ is in P} for ~ in V - ~, 
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and #(q~, w~, Zo) = {(qi+l, Zo, e)} for 1 -<_ i < k. It  is a straight- 
forward matter  to verify that  S(w)  = Y. 
THEOREM 3.5. The following questions are recursively solvable for arbi- 
trary context free languages (thus regular sets) X C ZI* -- {e} and Y 
~,2" : 
(a) Is there a pdt S such that S (X)  = Y? 
(b) Is there a pdt S such that S (X)  ~ Y and S(X)  is infinite if X is 
infinite? 
Proof: (a) If X = ¢, then there exists a pdt S such that  S(X)  = Y 
if and only if Y = ¢, which is solvable (Bar-Hillel et al., 1961). Suppose 
that X ¢ ¢. Let w be a word of smallest length in X. By hypothesis, 
w ¢ e. Let S be the pdt, constructed in Lemma 3.1, which maps w 
onto Y. F rom the method of construction of w and the length property 
of w, S(x)  = Y if x = w and is empty otherwise. Thus S(X)  = Y. 
(b) The proof is the same as in (a) since it is solvable if a context free 
language is infinite (Bar-Hi]lel et al., 1961). 
In case X contains e, then the mapping problems are recursively un- 
solvable. 
TI-IEORE~ 3.6. Each of the following questions i  recursively unsolvable for 
arbitrary context fl°ee languages X and Y: 
(a) Is there a pdt S such that S (X)  = Y? 
(b) Is there a pdt S such that S (X)  ~ Y and S(X)  is infinite if X is 
infinite. 
Proof: (a) Let a, b, and c be distinct symbo]s. For arbitrary n-tup]es 
y = (y~, • .- , y~) and z = (zl ,  . . .  , z,,) of non-e words in {a, b}* there 
exists an infinite context free language W(y, z) C {a, b}*, effectively 
calculable from y and z, such that W(y, z) = {a, b}* if and only if there 
does not exist a sequence of integers i~, • • • , ik such that  yi~ • • • Y~k = 
zi~ . . .  zi~ (Bar-Hi]lel et al., 1961). Let 
Y(y, z) = {a, b}* U W(y, z)c{a, b}* U [a, b}*cW(y, z)c. 
In view of the recursive unsolvabil ity of the existence of ix, • • • , ik such 
that  y~. . .y~ = z~. . . z i~  (Post, 1946), it suffices to show that  
W(y, z) -- {a, b}* if and only if there exists a pdt S such that  S(e) = 
Y(y, z). 
Suppose that  W(y, z) = {a, b}*. Let S be the pdt ({qo, q~}, {a}, {Zol, 
{a, b, c}, it, Zo, qo) where ~(q0, e, Zo) - {(q0, Z0, a), (q0, Z0, b), 
(q, ,  Z0, c)}, and t~(qx, e, Z0) = {(q~, go, a), (q~, go, b), (ql, e, c)}. 
Then 
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S(e) = Y(y, z) = {a, b}* [J {a, b}*c{a, b}* 
Now suppose that  S i sapdt  S = (K, 2, F, 
S(e) = Y(y, z). Let 
m = max {I u I/(q, % u) in ~(p, e, Z) for some p, 
U {a, bI*cta, b}*c. 
A, ~, Z0, q0) such that  
q in K, Z in I', ~, in F*}. 
Since W(y, z) is infinite, there exists a word v in W(y, z) with m < i v ]. 
Let w be an arbitrary word in {a, b}*. Thus wcvc is in Y(y, z) = S(e). 
ff 
Due to the definition of m, there exist v' ~ e, v , a, Z, % p, q such that. 
yltVt VC ~ 9~nd 
(qo e, Zo e )L*  "v'). , , , s (p, e, aZ, zocv") V-s (q, E, aT, wcv 
Then wcv" is in S(e) = Y(y, z). Therefore wcv" is in W(y, z)c{a, b}*, 
whence w is in W(y, z). Since w is arbitrary, W(y, z) = {a, b}*. 
(b) Let a, b, c be distinct symbols. Let L(x),  L(y),  and L(x, y) be 
as in (b) of Theorem 2.5. Let X = a* and Y(x, y) = L(x, y) U {~}. 
Suppose there exists a sequence of integers i l ,  . . .  , ik such that  x~ . . .  
x~ YiI -. y~ Let z = (cab i~ ~' = . . . . .  ab cx h . . .  x iS .  Then z* is an 
infinite subset of Y(x, y). Let S be the one-state pdt ({p}, {a}, {Zo}, 
{a, b, c}, ~, Zo,/9),  where ~(p, a, Zo) = (p, Zo, z). Then S(X)  = z* is 
an infinite subset of Y(x, y). 
Now suppose that  S = (K, ~, F, A, /,, Zo, q0) is a pdt such that  
S(X)  ~ Y(x, y) and S(X)  is infinite. Let 
m = max {[ z' [/(q, % z') in ~(p, t, Z) for some p, q in K, t in 
2 U{e},Z inr ,  andy in  P*}. 
Let z be a word in S(X)  such that  I z I > m. Then there exist i, j, u ¢ e, 
v ~ e, a, ~ such that  z = uv and 
(q0, a ~, Zo, ~) ~-* (p, a ~, ~, u) ~ (q, ~, ~, uv). 
Thus Y(x, y) contains u ¢ e and uv # u. I t  is readily seen that  this 
implies the existence of i~, • • • , ik such that  x h • .. x~ k = Yh "" " Y~k - 
Thus S(X)  C_ Y(x, y), with S(X)  infinite, if and only if there exists 
i~, . •. , ik satisfying x h •. • x~ = y~ • • • Y~k, which is recursively un- 
solvable. 
Remark. By appropriate coding of Y, we may assume that  Y ___ {a, b}*. 
In  conclusion, we note that  the pdt mapping problems are recursively 
unsolvable for arbitrary context sensitive languages X and Y even if 
each does not contain e. For consider the onto problem. Let y = 
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@1, " '"  , y~), z = (zl, . . -  , z~), y ~ z, be arbitrary n-tuples of non-E 
words in {a, b}* and let L (y ) ,  L(z) be as in Theorem 2.5. Let M(y, z) = 
L(y) fl L(z). Then M(y, z) does not contain e. I t  is known that  M(y, z) 
is context sensitive (Landweber, 1963), but not context free (Bar-Hillel 
et aL, 1961) unless M(y, z) = ¢. Then there exists a pdt S such that  
S(a) = M(y, z) if and only if M(y, z) = ¢, which is recursively un- 
solvable. Consider the into problem. Let N(y, z) = Ui~l [L(y) fl L(z)]  ~'. 
Clearly N(y, z) is context sensitive and does not contain e. Let X = aa*. 
Then there exists a pdt S such that  S(X)  c N(y, z) and S(X)  is 
infinite if and only if L(y) N L(z) ~ ¢, which is recursively unsolvable. 
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